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UNITED STATES
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

WASHINGTON, O. C. 20555

I

SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION

RELATING TO SCRAM DISCHARGE VOLUME

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWER CORPORATION

NINE MILE POINT UNIT I

DOCKET NO. 50-220

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In November 1987, the staff inspected the scram discharge volume (SDV) design
for Nine Mile Point, Unit 1 to determine compliance with the June 24, 1983
Order on the SDV system. As a result of the inspection, two areas of deviation
from the Order and the Generic Safety Evaluation (GSE) (dated December 1, 1980)
for the SDV were identified. These deviations to the GSE had been identified
by the licensee in a January 30, 1981 letter, but the licensee failed to obtain
prior NRC approval for the deviations as required by the Order.

By letter dated January 21, 1988, the licensee requested the staff evaluate
the deviations from the GSE. Attachment A of the 'letter presented
justification for the deviations. These are evaluated below.

2.0 EVALUATION

The specific deviations from the June 24, 1983 Order for the Nine Mile Point,
Unit I SDV concern Design Criterion 3 and Surveillance Criterion 3 of the
GSE. During the review, the staff also raised concern with regard to adequate.
hydraulic coupling. Each item is discussed below.

Design Criterion 3 states "Instrumentation taps shall he provided on the
vertical instrument volume and not on the connected piping." This criterion
for instrumentation piping was to eliminate the potentially large loading
forces on instrument floats during a scram transient.

The Nine Mi'le Point, Unit I SDV includes instrumentation tapped into
horizontal runs of piping, and thus the deviation. This configuration has
existed for seven years. For justification of this deviation, the licensee
stated that with this type of instrument configuration, there has not been any
evidence of damage to the instrument floats at this plant during past scrams.
In addition, at the volume level at which an automatic scram is required, the
SDV contains redundant instruments which do not contain floats.
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The staff finds that, based on the operating experience, which reveals no SDV

float damage from scrams, and because of the diverse instrumentation, the
existing instrument and piping configuration is sufficient to address the
staff's concern regarding reliability of the level instrumentation.

Design Criterion 3 states "The operability of the entire system as an

integrated whole shall be demonstrated periodicallv and during each operating
cycle by demonstrating scram instrument response and valve function at
pressure and temperature at approximately 50$ control rod density." The

licensee stated that plant procedures require a review of data following
scrams.'his includes scram discharge vent and drain closure times and the
time required to drain the system to a repeatable reference level. The data
is compared to historic data to provide assurance that operability of the
system as an integrated whole is maintained. In addition, the vent and drain
valves are required by technical specification to be stroked quarterly. We

find the justification acceptable provided the scrams are initiated from reactor
operating pressure and temperature with at least one scram per fuel cycle.

During its review the staff found that the SDV design did not fully resolve
the GSE concern relating to adequate hydraulic coupling of the level
instrumentation. Specifically, the SDV configuration included several feet of
horizontal, 2 inch, carbon steel piping upstream of the level instruments.
This design is potentially susceptible to a common mode failure from crud
blockage.

On March I, 1988 the staff met with the licensee to discuss concerns relating
to a potential failure of the SDV level instrumentation to detect water levels
as a result of poor hydraulic coupling. Video tapes illustrated the results of
utilizing a horoscope in the lines of concern. The staff concluded that
there was not a significant buildup of crud inside these lines which had been
in place for seven years.

In a letter dated June 3, 1988, the licensee submitted a proposed post-maintenance
testing program including filling and draining the SDV system. In a letter
dated August 17, 1988, the licensee proposed that the testing program outlined
in the June 3, 1988 letter be performed on a periodic basis to address the
concerns of crud buildup in the lines and operability testing in the event a

scram from reactor temperature and pressure has not occurred during a fuel
cycle. The licensee further committed to submit a Technical Specification
amendment to include this test requirement by December 31, 1988.

3. 0 CONCLUSION

The staff has evaluated the licensee's justifications for exceptions to the
Confirmatory Order issued on June 24, 1983 relating to modifications of the
SDV. The staff finds the concern relating to the reliability of level
indication is adequately addressed by the system design. In addition, the
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staff finds that the licensee's program for reviewing the operability of the SDV

system as described in its letter of January 21, 1988 and discussed above,
provides an acceptable alternative to the 50 percent rod density test
discussed in the GSE provided at least once per fuel cycle a scram is
initiated from reactor operating temperature and pressure. Furthermore, on

the basis of the videotape viewed during the triarch 1, 1988 meeting and on the
basis of the operational experience with this system, for the past seven

years, the staff finds that operation with this system for another fuel cycle
poses no undue risk to the public with respect to crud buildup and hydraulic
coupling in the instrument lines. As discussed above, in a letter dated
August 17, 1988 the licensee proposed a periodic test program to address the
issues of crud buildup and SDV system operability in the event a scram has not
occurred during the previous cycle. The staff will review the program when

the Technical Specification amendment is submitted and determine the adequacy
of that program to address these concerns for long term operation.
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October 12, 1988

Pocket Ho. 50-220

Mr. Charles V. Mangan
Senior Vice President
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
301 Plainfield Road
Syracuse, New York 13212
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Dear Mr. Mangan:

SUBJECT: SCRAM DISCHARGE VOLUME {SDV) FOR NINE MILE POINT UNIT 1 (TAC 66750)

In a letter dated !anuary 21, 1988, vou discussed exceptions taken at Nine Mile
Point Unit 1 to the June 24, 1983 t;onfirmatory Order regarding the SDV. These
exceptions included (1) an exception to Design Criterion 3 of the Generic
Safety Evaluation (GSE) which states instrument taps shall be provided on the
vertical instrument volume and not on the connected piping and (2) an exception
to Surveillance Criterion 3 of the GSE concerning a periodic 50 percent
control rod density test. A third requested deviation regarding diverse level
instrumentation was retracted in your letter of October 9, 1981. In the
process of reviewing the design of the instrument taps for the level
instrumentation, the staff determined that the SDV design at Nine Mile Point
Unit 1 did not fully resolve the GSE's concern regarding adequate hydraulic
coupling. Specificall.y, there was a potential for a common mode <ailure
resulting from corrosion product ("crud" ) buildup or blockage in the
instrument lines.

On March 1, 1988, the HRC staff met with members of your staff to discuss
these concerns. During that meeting the NRC staff was shown a video tape of a

boroscope inspection of the SDV instrument lines. While this video tape
alleviated the staff's immediate concerns relating to the potential crud
buildup in the instrument lines, the staff was concerned that the operability
of the SDV system be verified after reweldinq the piping that was cut to allow
the horoscope entrance. In a letter dated June 3, 1988, you submitted a

commitment to perform post-maintenance testing hefore and during startup to
confirm the operability of the SDV system.

The staff has reviewed the January 21, 1988 letter concerning the deviations
to the SDV Confirmatory Order, as well as your June 3, 1988 commitment to
perform post-maintenance testing. The staff has determined that the proposed
tests, in con,lunction with the boroscope inspection reviewed during the
March 1, 1988 meeting and the recording and review of the system response during
the scrams which occurred during the last cycle, are sufficient to ensure
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operability of the SDY system for one cycle. The details of our review are
contained in the enclosed Safety Evaluation.

In a letter dated August 17, 1988, you proposed performing a periodic test
consisting of the post-maintenance testing discussed in your June 3, 1988

letter,, each refueling outage if a scram has not occurred during the last
operating cycle, or if the pressure boundary of the scram discharge instrument
volume is opened to perform maintenance, testing, or inspections. Furthermore,
your August 17, 1988 letter indicated that a request for a Technical Specifications
amendment to include this test requirement would be submitted by December 31, 1988.
The staff will review the proposed amendment when it is submitted to determine the
ability of the testing to ensure the acceptability of the SDV desiqn for long
term operation.

Sincerely,

Enclosure:
Safety Evaluation

cc: See next page

original signed by

Steven A. Varga, Director
Division of Reactor Projects I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

*SEE PREYIOUS CONCURRENCE
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Mr. C. V. Mangan
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation

Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station,
Unit No. 1

CC:

Mr. Troy B. Conner, Jr., Esquire,
Conner 5 Wetterhahn

Suite 1050
1747 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20006

Mr. Frank R. Church, Supervisor
Town of Scriba
R. D. ¹2
Oswego, New York 13126

'Mr. James L. Willis
General Supt.-Nuclear Generation
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station
Post Office Box 32
Lycoming, New York 13093

Resident Inspector
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Post Office Box 126
Lycoming, New York 13093

Mr. Gary D. Wilson, Esquire
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
300 Erie Boulevard West
Syracuse, New York 13202

Regional Administrator, Region I
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Ms. Donna Ross
New York State Energy Office
2 Empire State Plaza
16th Floor
Albany, New York 12223

Mr. Thomas W. Roman
Unit 1 Station Superintendent
Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station
Post Office Box 32
Lycoming, New York 13093

Mr. Peter E. Francisco, Licensing
Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation
301 Plainfield Road
Syracuse, New York 13212

Charl i e Donal dson, Esquire
Assistant Attornye General
New York Department of Law
120 Broadway
New York, New York 10271
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In November 1987, the staff inspected the scram discharge volume (SDV) design
for Nine Mile Point, Unit 1 to determine compliance with the June 24, 1983

Order on the SDV system. As a result of the inspection, two areas of deviation
from the Order and the Generic Safety Evaluation (GSE) (dated December 1, 1980)
for the SDV were identified. These deviations to the GSE had been identified
by the licensee in a January 30, 1981 letter, but the licensee failed to obtain
prior NRC approval for the deviations as required by the Order.

By letter dated January 21, 1988, the licensee requested the staff evaluate
the deviations from the GSE. Attachment A of the letter presented
justification for the deviations. These are evaluated below.

2. 0 EVAI UATION

The specific deviations from the June 24, 1983 Order for the Nine Mile Point,
Unit 1 SDV concern Design Criterion 3 and Surveillance Criterion 3 of the
GSE. During the review, the staff also raised concern with regard to adequate
hydraulic couplina. Each item is discussed below.

Design Criterion 3 states "Instrumentation taps shall he provided on the
vertical instrument volume and not on the connected piping." This criterion
for. instrumentation piping was to eliminate the potentiall.y large loading
forces on instrument floats during a scram transient.

The Nine Mile Point, Unit 1 SDV includes instrumentation tapped into
horizontal runs of piping, and thus the deviation. This configuration has
existed for seven years. For justification of this deviation, the licensee
stated that with this type of instrument configuration, there has not been any
evidence of damage to the instrument floats at this plant during past scrams.
In addition, at the volume level at which an automatic scram is required, the
SDV contains redundant instruments which do not contain floats.
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The staff finds that, based on the operating experience, which reveals no SDV

float damage from scrams, and because of the diverse instrumentation, the
existing instrument and piping configuration is sufficient to address the
staff s concern regarding reliability of the level instrumentation.

Design Criterion 3 states "The operability of the entire system as an

integrated whole shall be demonstrated periodically and during each operating
cycle by demonstrating scram instrument response and valve function at
pressure and temperature at approximately 50$ control rod density." The

licensee stated that plant procedures require a review of data following
scrams. This includes scram discharge vent and drain closure times and the
time required to drain the system to a repeatable reference level. The data
is compared to historic data to provide assurance that operability of the
system as an integrated whole is maintained. In addition, the vent and drain
valves are required by technical specification to be stroked quarterly. We

find the justification acceptable provided the scrams are initiated from reactor
operating pressure and temperature with at least one scram per fuel cycle.

During its review the staff found that the SDV design did not fully resolve
the GSE concern relating to adequate hydraulic coupling of the level
instrumentation. Specifically, the SDV configuration included several feet of
horizontal, 2 inch, carbon steel piping upstream of the level instruments.
This design is potentially susceptible to a common mode failure from crud
blockage.

On March I, 1988 the staff met with the licensee to discuss concerns relating
to a potential failure of the SDV level instrumentation to detect water levels
as a result of poor hydraulic coupling. Video tapes illustrated the results of
utilizing a boroscope in the lines of concern. The staff concluded that
there was not a significant buildup of crud inside these lines which had been
in place for seven years.

In a letter dated June 3, 1988, the licensee submitted a proposed post-maintenance
testing program including filling and draining the SDV system. In a letter
dated August 17, 1988, the licensee proposed that the testing program outlined
in the June 3, 1988 letter be performed on a periodic basis to address the
concerns of crud buildup in the lines and operability testing in the event a

scram from reactor temperature and pressure has not occurred during a fuel
cycle. The licensee further committed to submit a Technical Specification
amendment to include this test requirement by December 31, 1988.

3.0 CONCLUSION

The staff has evaluated the licensee's justifications for exceptions to the
Confirmatory Order issued on June 24, 1983 relating to modifications of the
SDV. The staff finds the concern relating to the reliability of level
indication is adequately addressed by the system design. In addition, the
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staff finds that the licensee's program for reviewing the operability of the SDV
system as described in its letter of January 21, 1988 and discussed above,
provides an acceptable alternative to the 50 percent rod density test
discussed in the GSE provided at least once per fuel cycle a scram is
initiated from reactor operating temperature and pressure. Furthermore, on
the basis of the videotape viewed during the triarch 1, 1988 meeting and on the
basis nf the operational experience with this system, for the past seven
years, the staff finds that operation with this system for another fuel cycle
poses no undue risk to the public with respect to crud buildup and hydraulic
coupling in the instrument lines. As discussed above, in a letter dated
August 17, 1988 the licensee proposed a periodic test program to address the
issues of crud buildup and SDV system operability in the event a scram has not
occurred during the previous cycle. The staff will review the program when
the Technical Specification amendment is submitted and determine the adequacy
of that program to address these concerns for long term operation.
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